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SAFETY IS OUR FIRST PRIORITY By Vice President, Organizational Development, Andrea Buchanan

As we return to a one-team model, our very first priority is the safety of our employees. Our work 
continues to provide an invaluable service to our communities, but it will undoubtedly look different 
in a post-COVID world. For now, our adoptions and intakes will continue to be done by appointment 
only, and our clinics will operate in a drive-up model, though nonemergency cases may now be seen.  
 
We ask that all employees review the MHS COVID Preparedness Plan that was sent out last week. This 
document can also be found on the intranet, which is where you can expect to see any updates to the 
document as they become necessary. Some key points to remember: 

• Maintain social distance whenever possible. We realize that our work sometimes requires us to 
be in close quarters, but please don’t stay in close contact for any longer than necessary. Pay 
close attention to your surroundings and the room capacity limits that have been established.

• Wear your mask, and any other appropriate PPE, based on the task at hand. Masks are required 
not only for your safety, but also for the safety of your colleagues. They may be removed or 
pulled down to eat which should be done more than six feet from another employee. 

• Wash your hands frequently and avoid touching your face. You’ll also find Wellness Stations 
throughout the facility that are stocked with hand sanitizer to be used whenever you cannot 
get to soap and water quickly enough.

• Wipe down shared surfaces or equipment after use. You’ll find a bleach disinfectant spray at 
any wellness station. Use these cleaning materials and use them often. Our custodial crew will 
prioritizing high-touch surfaces in their daily cleaning, but we all can do our part in ensuring 
our commonly used items and spaces are as clean as possible.

We’ve been so incredibly inspired by what we’ve seen thus far and how flexible and adaptable MHS 
employees have been to a challenging environment. Through uncertainty, we’ve seen you all support 
one another through phone calls to “just check-in,” dance parties to lift morale, and tips and tricks for 
visiting employees to navigate a tricky space and locate the nearest Taco Bell. While the work looks 
different, we can still see the smiles through the masks. We all play a part in making MHS a great place 
to work, and we play an equal role in making it a safe place to work. If you have any suggestions or 
concerns to improve our environment or the way we work, please reach out to any member of our 
COVID Task Force, or your worksite leader. We’d love to hear from you.

Worksite Leaders
• Detroit – Katie Ouwerkerk
• Westland – Megan Ortmann
• Rochester – Keeley Fuller
• Detroit Warehouse – Becki Kenderes
• Livingston – Alicia Bennett
• Petco – Deb Dubarns
• Bingham Farms – Brian Andrus

COVID Task Force
• Matt Pepper
• Matt Kubler
• Doug Plant
• Dr. Fisher
• Dr. Meyers
• Jamie Westrick
• Andrea Buchanan
• Tom Varitek
• Deb Scola
• Andy Seltz
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The past several months, and everything associated with this time, will go down in history. Generations 
will talk about the COVID-19 pandemic years from now. It has literally consumed an entire planet in just a 
few short months. It is everywhere: at work, at home, on the news, at church, at school, etc. Personally, it 
will likely stand as the most stressful, scary and uncertain time of our lives.  
 
I hear a lot about the “new normal,” and I don’t necessarily prescribe to that philosophy. With that said, 
the world will clearly look different in the coming months and years than it did just three months ago.  
 
There comes a time, however, when we need to collectively move beyond our fear, and resume “life” if 
you will. Our services are critical to the quality of life for everyone in Metro Detroit. As we see the reality of 
the financial and emotional effects of COVID-19 impacting more and more of our citizens, those services 
become even more important.  
 
As we start to unwind from the quarantine and reopen facilities and reenergize services, we want you to 
feel as comfortable as possible. You will obviously notice changes in procedures, signage and in general, 
how we go about business. All of this is for your safety and the safety of those that need us.  
 
I am incredibly proud of every single person at Michigan Humane, whether you remained on the front 
lines providing essential services to the people and pets of Metro Detroit or whether you worked remotely 
and tirelessly supporting our programs and services – and everywhere in between.  
 
As we begin to restore our services as one team, it is important to remember what we learned.  
 
We learned that people depend on us and that we truly save lives. 
 
We learned that we are strong individually and even stronger collectively.  
 
We learned to lean on our colleagues for support.  
 
We learned empathy for each other and for our community.  
 
We learned a renewed pride in the value of our work.  
 
I, personally, learned humility by being surrounded by the many selfless and compassionate people here 
at Michigan Humane.  
 
I am filled with as much anxiety about the future as any of us. One thing is for certain. As one team, we can 
accomplish anything.

 MICHIGAN HUMANE IN THE NEWS
Click here to see how the Michigan Humane Society was in the news this week.
*Please note this l ink is not viewable on a mobile device.

ONE TEAM By President and CEO, Matt Pepper

https://app.criticalmention.com/app/#report/95128338-3eb8-4219-b670-392405d8f8fb
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Emily Kline-Majzlik 
Emily did such a great job setting up for our decompression walks this past week. Almost every dog in the 
shelter was able to participate in our sniffari/scavenger hunt and enjoyed searching for cones filled with 
enticing treats and scents. We had a lot of fun doing it, and I really appreciate all of the work she did to set 
the dogs and us up to be successful. 

 

 
Katie Franklin, Volunteer Department and Katelin Thomas 
I would like to thank Volunteer Director Katie Franklin, the Volunteer Department and Behavior Director 
Katelin Thomas for making some truly fantastic behavior webinars available to our volunteers. I have 
fostered a handful of shy/fearful dogs, and the webinars on dog body language and working with fearful 
dogs were both extremely beneficial. I learned a lot that I will be able to use in future foster experiences 
and canine interactions. I’m grateful to everyone who made this opportunity possible! 
 
Amy Tunney 
I’d like to recognize Amy Tunney for being a huge support to me throughout quarantine. Since I started 
working at MHS just before the pandemic began, I barely got a chance to get to know my teammates. 
Regardless, while we’ve been stuck at home, Amy has been my sounding board and given me space to 
vent about the challenges we’re all facing. I just wanted to let Amy know how much I’ve appreciated her 
periodic check-ins and camaraderie.

EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION

 

We are committed to making Michigan Humane the best organization it can be — but we need your help!  
 
We’ve once again partnered with Culture Amp to run our annual engagement survey, which launched on May 
19th. We choose to partner with Culture Amp for many reasons, including the ability to keep your responses 100% 
confidential. We run this survey to collect feedback from employees, which will be gathered, aggregated, and finally, 
analyzed to find the most important drivers of engagement and share these results with everyone here at Michigan 
Humane. This is an opportunity to celebrate the things we’re doing well and develop plans for the areas we need to 
improve. Each team will then play a part in building plans for improvement.  
 
What happens next? You will receive an email containing a link to the survey from Culture Amp. When you receive 
this link, please take a few minutes (typically 10 – 20) to answer the questions thoughtfully and leave comments if 
you want to expand on an answer. We want to hear from you and are hoping to exceed last year’s 87% participation 
rate, so please take the time to respond! 
  
Is it really confidential? All participants in this survey will retain their anonymity while taking the survey and also 
in the process of analyzing and presenting the results. Culture Amp exclusively administers the survey on a secure 
external website, and the survey data will not be stored on any local computer. Thank you again for playing a part in 
our efforts to continually improve the experience of working at Michigan Humane. If you have any questions, please 
email Andrea at abuchanan@michiganhumane.org 

C U LT U R A L  A M P  S U R V E Y By VP, Organizational Development, Andrea Buchanan
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I N T E R E S T E D  I N  S U B M I T T I N G  C O N T E N T  F O R  T H E  N E X T  I S S U E  O F 
T H E  C O N N E C T I O N ?  S E N D  Y O U R  S U G G E S T I O N S  T O 

T H E C O N N E C T I O N @ M I C H I G A N H U M A N E . O R G

T R I V I A
Q. What do you call a cat with extra toes (hint there are two different names)? 
Send your answers to theconnection@michiganhumane.org, and the first person to answer correctly will 
receive a prize!

C o n g r a t s  t o  l a s t  w e e k’s  Tr i v i a  w i n n e r  M a r i a n n  G o n c z y.  T h e  a n s w e r  t o  l a s t  w e e k’s 
t r i v i a  q u e s t i o n  w a s  S c a p p y  D o o .

J A C K  T H E  C A T
Jack the Warehouse Cat has been busy being a model. 
Check back every week to see what mischief he has 
gotten into.

This week we present “Jack O’Lantern.”


